INTRODUCTION
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are 21-24 nt long, endogenous non-coding RNAs of rapidly emerging significance of gene regulation in various cellular processes. miRNA biogenesis begins with the transcription of hairpin-structured precursors known as primary miRNAs (pri-miRNAs) by RNA polymerase II (1) . The transcript is recognized by the RNase III-type enzyme, Drosha (2) and Dicer in animals (3) or Dicer-Like 1 in plants (4) for a sequential two-step cleavage, converting pri-miRNAs into precursor miRNAs (pre-miRNAs) and finally resulting in the production of the ∼21-24-nt miRNAs. In a miRNA duplex, one strand (the miRNA star strand) is discarded by unwinding or cleavage (5) , and the other strand (the miRNA strand) is retained in the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) for target recognition, which is governed by nucleotide complementarity between the miRNA and the target mRNA.
Most miRNAs characterized in animals imperfectly base-pair with sequences in the 3'-untranslated region (3'-UTR), with most of the pairing specificity provided by the miRNA 5' proximal "seed" region (positions [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . This partial complementarity often facilitates translational repression and/or target degradation via deadenylation of the message (6) (7) (8) . In plants, however, many miRNAs guide the RISCs to target mRNAs containing perfect or near-perfect complementary sites to direct the cleavage of mRNA through Argonaute (AGO) endonuclease activity, exerting a strong repressive effect on target mRNA expression. Until recently, this type of regulation was restricted to plant miRNAs; however, new findings with transcriptome-wide analyses have indicated that plant-like mechanisms may also operate in animals. Motivated by these recent findings, this review focuses primarily on the present understanding of miRNA-directed cleavage of target mRNAs.
STRUCTURAL FEATURES OF ARGONAUTE PROTEINS
A hallmark of miRNA-directed cleavage pathway is their dependence on Argonaute proteins that have specialized small RNA binding modules and are highly conserved among species. The Argonaute protein was first discovered by screening for mutations that pleiotropically affected general plant architecture in Arabidopsis (9) . Many organisms encode a set of Argonaute proteins, ranging from one in S. pombe, 10 in Arabidopsis, and up to 27 in C. elegans (10) . The Argonaute protein is defined by the presence of two characteristic domains, PAZ and PIWI (11) and the family can be subdivided into two classes, based on their sequence homology: those that resemble Arabidopsis AGO1 (related to siRNAs and miRNAs) and those that resemble Drosophila PIWI (mainly associates with piRNAs). Although substantial progress has been made in studying the biochemical functions of Argonaute proteins, many questions regarding the details of the mechanism remain unanswered. A breakthrough was first achieved by the crystal and NMR structures of the PAZ domain of Drosophila AGO1 (12) and AGO2 (13, 14) , which revealed that the PAZ domain contains an OB (oligonucleotide / oligosaccharide binding) fold, a typical single-stranded nucleic acid binding motif. Further studies have shown that the initial interaction between the 2 nt 3'-overhang Invited Mini Review http://bmbreports.org of the miRNA strands and the PAZ domain is essential for efficient target silencing (15) . A complete crystal structure of a prokaryotic Argonaute protein from the archaeal species Pyrococcus furiosus, first shed light on the overall structural insight for the remaining domains and possible molecular mechanisms (16) . The study found that the Nterminal, MID, and PIWI domains formed a crescent-shaped base, with the PAZ domain held above the base by a "stalk"-like region (16) . A more recent structural study in Thermus thermophiles Argonaute in complex with a 5'-phosphorylated DNA guide strand enabled the identification of a nucleotide binding channel and a pivot-like conformational change during complex formation (17) . The organization indicates a bilobal architecture, with the Nterminal and PAZ domains forming one lobe and the MID and PIWI domains together making up the other (18) . Recent structural studies extended to a eukaryotic Argonaute MID domain have showed its role in mediating the interaction with the phosphorylated 5'-end of the guide strand and provided structural evidence for a nucleotide-specific interaction that prefers U or A at the 5'-end of miRNAs in the MID domain (19, 20) .
ARGONAUTE AS A SLICER
The PIWI domain, located across the primary groove from the PAZ domain, has a tertiary structure belonging to the RNase H family of enzymes, originally described as being responsible for catalyzing the RNA cleavage of the RNA/DNA hybrids, using a conserved Asp-Glu-Asp-Asp (DEDD) motif for divalent metal ion binding (21, 22) . Early biochemical work identified the catalytic triad DD(D/H) of Pyrococcus furiosus Argonaute (PfAGO) (23) , which appears to differ from the catalytic tetrad (DEDD) of bacterial RNase H enzymes. A solution to this conundrum came from comparative analyses of the structures of Kluyveromyces polysporus Argonaute (KpAGO) and the NcQDE-2 MID-PIWI lobe (20) , which found a significant difference in loop L2 (24) . This led Nakanishi et al. to examine whether a conserved glutamate at the tip of this loop was likely to be the fourth catalytic residue of Argonaute. The release of the 3'-end of the guide strand from the PAZ domain allows passenger-strand unwinding and facilitates the formation of a catalytically competent Argonaute (15) . During this process, the loops L1 and L2 undergo a post-rearrangement that refold to form a 'plugged-in' conformation, which inserts the invariant glutamate finger into the catalytic pocket that helps to coordinate an active-site metal ion (24) . Further mutational analyses suggest that this glutamate indeed constitutes the second residue of the universally conserved RNase H-like DEDD catalytic tetrad that completes the active site of Argonaute (24) . Despite the high sequence conservation of the four human Argonaute proteins (AGOs1-4), a slicing mechanism is only inherent to AGO2 even though AGO3 also has a complete DED(D/H) motif, raising the question as to whether additional determinants other than the presence of the catalytic triad are required for slicer activity. Recent studies provided a vital clue in this regard. They exploited DNA shuffling technology to generate chimeric AGO protein libraries and discovered that two N-terminal motifs are key for the slicing activity in concert with the PIWI domain (25) . Interestingly, by swapping the N-terminal motifs and PIWI domains of AGO2 into AGO1, the chimera became an active slicer with activity comparable to wild-type AGO2 (26) . Another study found that mutations in the PIWI-domain of AGO1 might misarrange the catalytic triad (27) . Recent improvements in these findings help in understanding the additional structural elements that make Argonaute protein an active endonucleolytic enzyme, and solidified the fact that slicing not only requires the catalytic residues but also involves an exquisite interplay between the catalytic residues and more distant regions of the protein.
EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF miRNA-DIRECTED TARGET CLEAVAGES
Understanding the biological function of miRNAs first required identification and characterization of their target mRNAs by a bioinformatics approach, incorporating as many factors as possible that could influence the miRNA and target interaction. In contrast to animal miRNAs, the extensive complementarity between plant miRNAs and their targets allows capturing predicted targets with relatively high confidence, without too many false positives (28) . This approach has been in use since the first prediction algorithms, developed in the Bartel laboratory (29) , became available and several refinements have been made to improve overall confidence of predictions, such as position-dependent penalty scores that add strong penalties for base mismatches near the 5'-end or the central region of miRNAs; these areas are critical for functional interactions (30) . Once miRNA targets are predicted, experimental validation of miRNA-target interaction usually follows. The rest of this review will discuss several experimental techniques for miRNA-directed cleavage target identification. The Carrington laboratory pioneered this field through an experimental approach for the validation of putative cleavage targets (31) . A modified RNA-ligase-mediated Rapid Amplification of cDNA Ends (5'-RLM-RACE) experiment, the most widely used method to date, has enabled researchers to map the 5'-ends of target mRNAs within the expected cleavage site by taking advantage of the characteristic of Argonaute-mediated cleavage, which leaves ligation-competent 3'-cleavage fragments ending with 5'-monophosphates (Fig. 1A) . The plant miRNAs are generally known to induce a site-specific cleavage within the target RNA strand between 10 th and 11 th nucleotides, relative to the 5'-end of the miRNAs, which is a diagnostic indication for the cleavage. Well-established techniques such as Northern blot analysis (Fig. 1B) and qRT-PCR (Fig. 1C) , can be used and are especially useful when miRNA-defective mutants are available. Of http://bmbreports.org BMB Reports these techniques, Northern blot analysis most closely reflects a steady state level of mRNA following miRNA action − as two populations, of cleaved and uncleaved transcripts, are detected so the extent of miRNA-directed cleavage can be estimated (Fig. 1B) . The accumulation of fast-migrating 3'-cleavage fragments indicates a high degree of cleavage. On some occasions, a substantial level of full-length target mRNAs is detectable, suggesting that only a minor fraction of targets are under the control of miRNA-directed cleavage. miRNA-mediated inhibition at the protein level is generally evaluated by a reporter assay (or Western blot analysis) with miRNA target sequence inserted into the 3'-UTR after the luciferase ORF, but this type of method can also be used to validate miRNA-directed cleavage because the downregulation of mRNA levels is often accompanied by a reduction in protein levels (Fig. 1D) .
Biochemical approaches using cell lysates or purified Argonaute proteins have been used widely for the faithful and effective validation of miRNA-directed cleavage in vitro (Fig.  1E ). This cell-free system was first developed by Tuschl and colleagues (32) . The lysates prepared from Drosophila melanogaster embryos effectively recapitulate in vitro RNA interference triggered by miRNAs and allow the identification of 5'-cleavage products because a cap-radiolabeled target RNA without a poly (A) tail is stable in this lysates for several hours.
Other cell lysates, including HeLa cell cytosol extract, wheat germ extract, and HEK 293T cells stably or transiently overexpressing hAGO2, have been used successfully for in vitro cleavage assays (Please see figure legends for detailed information about these experimental techniques). However, these methods are specific for a single miRNA at a time and are labor-intensive. Furthermore, a certain experiment, such as 5'-RLM-RACE, is a qualitative but not a quantitative method, which does not reflect the extent of miRNA-directed cleavage in target gene regulation. Inspired by these appreciations, the recent advent of high-throughput sequencing of RNA cleaved fragments (33) (34) (35) , since named "degradome sequencing" (also referred to as "parallel analysis of RNA ends," PARE) opens up a new avenue for a large-scale experimental validation of miRNA-directed cleavage (Fig. 1F ). This has been successfully applied for global target identification and validation in plant species, including Arabidopsis (33, 34), rice (36), tomato (37), grapevine (38) , and a few others (39).
TRANSCRIPTOME-WIDE IDENTIFICATION OF CLEAVAGE TARGETS IN ANIMALS
miRNA-directed target RNA cleavage has been recognized as a plant-specific mechanism, but the first observation in animals, where miR-196-directed cleavage of HOXB8 transcript was detected (40) , raised the possibility that some fraction of mammalian miRNA targets might also be regulated by such a cleavage mechanism. Motivated by these recent advances, degradome sequencing was also employed to directly detect endogenous miRNA cleavage targets in mammalian cells (41, 42) and in C.
elegans (43) . The results from degradome sequencing in mammalian cells suggested that only extensively paired sites could impart robust cleavage in cells (41) . Park et al. found that miR-249 directed the cleavage of the ZK637.6 transcript with extensive and evolutionarily conserved complementarity in a nematode. Such miRNA-mediated cleavage, however, did not appear to be a prevalent mechanism in C. elegans, which would be expected to be rarer than in mammals, because cleavage signals in degradome data were not significantly associated with even near-perfect sites of miRNAs, suggesting that extensive pairing did not guarantee the contribution of miRNA-mediated cleavage in C. elegans. Nevertheless, the first reported example in C. elegans raises the possibility that there may be other miRNA-directed cleavages in worms faced with environmental or physical stresses, such as overcrowding, limited food, or elevated temperatures.
Recently, an interesting observation emerged from a large-scale investigation of the biological activity of miRNAs in the sea anemone Nematostella vectensis, one of the non-bilaterian animals (44) . Unlike bilaterian animals, Nematostella miRNAs frequently mediate the cleavage of their target mRNAs via near-perfect complementarity (44) . Given that (i) non-bilaterian animals have been shown to carry a homolog of HYL1, once considered to be a plant-specific miRNA biogenesis factor (45), (ii) a large proportion of their miRNAs are methylated, presumably by HEN1 (44), and (iii) some of their miRNAs are highly conserved with plant miRNAs (44), the miRNAs in plants and animals may not have evolved independently and those miRNAs in the common ancestor of the two kingdoms might also share an ancestral mechanism of miRNA-directed cleavage.
Most examples of miRNA-directed cleavage observed so far in bilaterian animals are generally found to have a significantly low number of degradome sequencing reads. The direct detection of 5'-monophosphorylated cleavage fragments, as a result of Argonaute-mediated cleavage, is theoretically challenging if they are degraded or recapped. This seems, however, unlikely to happen since previous studies revealed that the knockdown of xrn-1 (or xrn-4 in plants), a primary 5'-3' exonuclease, did not markedly increase the detection of Argonaute-mediated cleavage (34, 41) . Likewise, a genome-wide analysis of 5'-capped RNAs from various mouse tissues suggested that the recapping of cleaved fragment is unlikely to occur (46), indicating that the low level of sequencing reads is probably not because of their rapid degradation or recapping. Thus, the infrequency of these events may instead suggest that miRNA-directed cleavage might have biological significance for a very limited subset of genes, raising the essential question as to why target mRNAs in bilaterian animals might have been under selective pressure to escape miRNA-directed cleavage. It may be that target cleavage, which is an irreversible form of repression, is deleterious to essential mRNAs and less efficient for gene regulation, which should be highly flexible and respond dynamically to internal and external stimuli. http://bmbreports.org BMB Reports
CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECT
Research in the RNA silencing field has profited greatly from recent developments in high-throughput sequencing technologies that allow an unprecedented level of small RNA profiling, which seems to have reached a plateau in our capacity to functionally or mechanistically characterize these molecules. Degradome sequencing has certainly contributed to overcome these limitations by providing a global survey of uncapped RNA molecules and parallel validation of miRNA targets, which has been especially successful in plants where miRNAs predominantly operate through target cleavage pathways. Although this is a powerful strategy, it overlooked an important point that translational inhibition is more widespread than was previously appreciated in plants (47, 48) . Some controversy has emerged due to several apparent discrepancies where the abundance of target mRNA was unaffected by miRNA overexpression, whereas the protein was significantly down-regulated (49) (50) (51) . More direct evidence came from the results of a forward genetic screen, showing that translational inhibition can be genetically uncoupled from target cleavage (47) . It was demonstrated that mutations in several genes, including microtubule-severing KATANIN and P-body component VARICOSE proteins, impaired miRNA-mediated repression at the protein level, but not at the transcript level (47) . Our understanding of miRNA biology is still very limited by our poor appreciation of their cell-type specific and spatio-temporal regulation. Many miRNAs exhibit discrete expression patterns and their regulation depends largely on the availability of particular AGO proteins and distinct target mRNAs within a given cell type. Although many exhaustive studies have identified more than a million small RNAs, the biological function of only a few miRNAs have been identified. The combinatorial analysis of small RNA sequencing and accurate expression data for target mRNA/proteins and various miRNA processing enzymes, could ultimately provide us with a global snapshot of miRNA regulation in both plants and animals.
